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Executive Summary
Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello is an important source of Charlottesville’s 
history, cultural identity and economic vitality. In combination with 
the Academical Village at the University of Virginia, it is a World 
Heritage Site and a treasured resource, unusual for a city of this size. 
Monticello is close to the city, once had multiple connections, and is 
visible from some locations, yet it is difficult to get there without a 
car. This discontinuity poses problems of unrealized opportunity and 
equity for Monticello, the city, and the region.

In 2000, the Thomas Jefferson Foundation, which owns and operates 
Monticello, covered half the distance to town by opening the Saunders-
Monticello Trail. This winding, two-mile pathway is accessible under 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and its beauty 
attracts visitors from a diversity of backgrounds. Combined with 
the adjoining parkland, it is a wildly successful landscape and a 
destination in its own right. Yet a challenging half-mile gap remains 
between the gateway trail and the population center.

The remaining gap, the subject of this study, is small but complicated. 
The area is split between Charlottesville and Albemarle County’s 
municipal jurisdictions, with Interstate 64 and a high-speed divided 
multi-lane roadway (VA-20) in the domain of the Virginia Department 
of Transportation. The highway interchange itself is a formidable 
physical and psychological barrier--there are no sidewalks or bicycle 
infrastructure. There are multiple institutional landowners as well, 
most of whom would like to bridge the gap in bicycle and pedestrian 
access. 

As part of its decennial regional multimodal review, the Thomas 
Jefferson Planning District Commission (TJPDC) sponsored this 
research to support local governments and stakeholders working to 
complete this connection.

Stakeholders requested five areas of investigation:

1. Learn who uses the Saunders-Monticello Trail, how they use 
it, why they use it, and if there is demand for a connection to 
Charlottesville.

2. Examine four alternate corridors identified in the localities’ 
Comprehensive Plans and provide a basis for comparison.

3. Study examples of other trail projects, identify lessons 
learned, and possible resources.

4. Explore implications for regional connectivity, economic and 
social impact, and educational programming.

5. Recommend a path forward.

The research team reviewed applicable planning and transportation 
documents, subject-area literature, and case studies. We met regularly 
with stakeholders, technical experts, and community groups. We 
conducted a highly successful survey, with in-person and email 
components, which yielded 1,010 responses in 18 days. We looked at 
trail usership data from counting devices and performed geospatial 
analyses of the identified corridors.
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1890 Charlottesville Land Company Map, showing several of the lost roads and the 
path of  I-64 (Special Collections Library, University of Virginia/Scholars’ Lab).



Ke y  Fi n d i n g s
The survey found tremendous support for the Saunders-Monticello 
Trail and substantial demand for a connector.1  Residents of both 
the City and County are excited about the possibilities. The public 
is engaged and enthusiastic. The Thomas Jefferson Foundation 
recognizes that the Saunders-Monticello Trail is an important 
community asset.

Trail users gave a very clear explanation of why the Saunders-
Monticello Trail is successful: it is a beautiful, natural space close to 
town, it feels safe, and is built with such gentleness and generous 
proportions that it can be enjoyed by almost anyone. Respondents said 
they would like to be able to get there more easily without a car and 
be more connected to nearby destinations such as Piedmont Virginia 
Community College (PVCC), Albemarle’s Southern Neighborhood 
Area, James Monroe’s Highland, Morven, and local schools.2 

We selected four corridors identified in local Comprehensive Plans 
and named them A, B, C, and D for convenience.3  Each is unique, 
with distinct characteristics and opportunities. For example: 

 • Route B is very flat, A and C are rolling, and D is very steep.

 • Route A requires a pedestrian bridge, B an interchange 
redesign, C a tunnel, and D a railroad easement.

 • Routes A and B would make PVCC more accessible, an 
opportunity that many survey respondents highlighted as 
desirable.

1 Only 3% said they would not use a connector (84% yes, 13% maybe).
2 Morven is sponsoring a separate but related study of a potential trail connecting Mor-
ven, Highland and Monticello. There are two elementary schools and a high school near 
the study area.
3 By choosing routes from Comprehensive Plans, we knew that they would be acceptable 
to most stakeholders and could build on the research that got them included. That does 
not mean that other routes are not interesting, but they have not been vetted by the Com-
prehensive Planning process.

 • Route C creates a new access point in the middle of the 
Saunders-Monticello Trail, spreading usership and relieving 
congestion.

 • Routes A and B could be multi-modal commuter routes for 
County residents.

 • Routes B and C would improve one of the least bike-friendly 
segments of National Bike Route 76.

 • Routes A, B and C have potential for adding parking. Those 
same lots could be used for park-and-walk, park-and-bike, or 
park-and-transit access to downtown, reducing city traffic.

 • Routes B and C would help activate the long-dormant Blue 
Ridge Hospital site. A combination of those two routes could 
also bypass the difficult interstate interchange.

 • Route D is extremely beautiful and historic but, due to the 
challenging terrain, raises concerns about accessibility 

Corridor route map
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standards and will need to be combined with portions of C 
and/or B. Study constraints also require a very indirect route 
to Monticello.

 • Route A begins close to the largest number of low-income 
and minority residents, which improves trail access and 
equity.

We recommend a phased comprehensive approach that uses elements 
of all routes. A wider network provides greater access, disperses users 
through space, reduces crowding, and creates a diversity of route 
options. Each route has at least one major advantage—and at least 
one major disadvantage. None will meet all the goals alone.

All of the routes contribute to the localities’ transportation and 
recreation goals. Together, they create a robust network that aligns 
with the broader vision, values, goals, and objectives established in 
Albemarle County, Charlottesville City, TJPDC, the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, and local foundations’ plans.

Trails can be significant drivers of economic activity, generating 
revenue from both tourists and local users. Business opportunities 
exist around the trail access points and along several of the routes 
in the core study area. Trails can also promote healthy lifestyles, and 
these connectors are strategically close to neighborhoods, parks, 
and sites of opportunity. A resource like Monticello and the beautiful 
surrounding lands should be available to all, regardless of access to 
a car.

There are abundant opportunities for education in an area so rich in 
heritage, culture, and natural variety. Programming can and should 
extend into Charlottesville city, linking with partner organizations 
with symbiotic missions, such as the local schools, the University of 
Virginia, the Jefferson School Center for African American Heritage, 
and PVCC. 

We actively investigated the literature and consulted our advisory 

committee and could not find any clear downsides besides cost.4  On 
the other hand, we found multiple cases in which significant positive 
outcomes (such as connecting sundered educational resources, new 
business formation, increased sales tax revenue, revitalized towns 
and new community celebrations) were directly attributable to trail 
construction. We found many examples of communities that have 
overcome barriers similar to those here, often with fewer available 
resources than Charlottesville and Albemarle possess.

S t ra t e g i c  C o n s i d e ra t i o n s
The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) is most likely to 
fund projects that accomplish multiple goals, as these do, especially 
those with statewide or national heritage and recreation implications.5  
VDOT has many resources that will be of assistance.

There is the potential for quickly, but partially, increasing connectivity 
by modifying the intersection of VA-20 and College Drive to 
accommodate pedestrians and adding a footbridge over Cow Branch 
Creek. This would relieve pressure on the Saunders-Monticello Trail 
parking lots by adding parking at PVCC and create safer access from 
the County’s Southern Neighborhood Area.6  

Significant savings can be obtained in the medium term by routing 
Route B through the Route C tunnel and skirting the interchange, 
reducing the need for pedestrians to cross it. Thus, the route could be 

4 There have been news articles suggesting that trails cause affordability gaps. While there 
is no clear evidence of a causal link, process must be inclusive and design welcoming for 
the result to be positive.
5 “Projects along existing and/or planned tourism, recreation corridors such as U.S. Bicycle 
Routes 1, 76 and 176 shall include bicycle and pedestrian accommodations.” (Virginia De-
partment of Transportation (2017), 2.
6 PVCC is currently using the Stultz Center parking lot for workforce training programs. A 
spatially or temporally specific agreement would be required. College Drive is not currently 
safe for pedestrians, which is why the new footbridge is required. This approach would not 
solve the connection but would significantly mitigate it.
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made safe before the interchange is reconfigured.7  These two trails 
start at a site that would make a fine trailhead parklet with bathrooms 
and parking that could also serve in-bound commuters, reducing city 
traffic.

One more short term solution would be to work with Carter Mountain 
Orchard to restore pedestrian access during their operating season. 
This connection could open pedestrian access to James Monroe’s 
Highland and, potentially, to Morven.8 

7 We still recommend modifying the interchange for reasons described earlier: more con-
nections are better and they accomplish different tasks.
8 The rustic trails connected to the Saunders-Monticello Trail and Highland’s trails both 
go right up to the Carter’s Mountain fenceline. Morven is studying trail feasibility and its 
project scope specifically includes connectivity to Highland.

N e x t  S t e p s
The next step will be for the stakeholders to reconvene and establish 
a path forward. Projects like this generally have a convening body 
or champion that keeps the process moving forward by providing a 
central voice and point of contact. We suggest that TJPDC play that 
role, with local governments, in cooperation with VDOT, handling 
implementation.

They should determine priorities, bring in new partners, including 
local businesses, and involve the public. There is a considerable well 
of excitement that can be tapped for advocacy, fundraising, technical 
support, and volunteer assistance. The community can build on the 
engagement and momentum this project has generated and work 
together to bring this shared opportunity to fruition.
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